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Still want to feel or adjust? Or take a look at how heavy a goal is? Or would you like to 

see how we make our goals and dugouts in Almelo? That can all be arranged! Be sure 

to visit our Experience Centre to see everything SKOR has to offer and enjoy a tour of 

the factory and our warehouse.

Be surprised by the fresh 

designs or the cleverly thought-

out products. Be it a pair of 

goalkeeper gloves or a football 

goal.

A team of engineers and advisers 

is ready to help you choose. Have 

everything explained to you 

calmly and find out for yourself 

about the quality you are looking 

for. The coffee is ready!

experience centre
brenda

Account manager
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Our culture
HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF PERFORMANCE

Fiery Enthusiastic

Fair Expert

About us

No order picker
  

  Not on low cost
  

  Not the lowest price
  

None   Procurement/Sales
  

  Not chaotic
  

  No focus on only 1 product group
  

  Not cheap, bulky or boring
  

  Not a plaything as a dealer of other 
brands

  No complaints stranded somewhere in 
the dealer chain
  

  No customer-dealer importer, NL-
headquartered EU manufacturer
  

  No one-off customers

Developer and producer
  

Focus on quality
  

  Focus on service
  

  Knowledge and advice
  

Clear planning
  

Complete range
  

Quality, design and experience
  

  We are the source

Developing further with customers 
  

  Customer-SKOR 
  

  Long-term relationship

well not

Fiery and hungry for success. 

By always giving our best. We 

are constantly raising the bar. 

Sometimes we stand along the 

line. Sometimes we are the focal 

point. But always you know what 

you have with us. A stable factor 

in any team. Will you join us for 

maximum performance?

Treat someone the way you want 

to be treated yourself.

Deal = deal. We always give you 

honest advice and think along 

with you. Even in the face of 

adversity, we support the club. 

We go for team spirit and have 

respect for each other.

Specialists for everything in 

and around the pitch, so you 

can focus on the game. We 

continue to develop and include 

our partners in growth. So that 

we continuously deliver top 

performance on the route to 

success.

Full of enthusiasm, we enter the 

field. Always going for the win. 

We also put this enthusiasm 

into our cooperation. We listen 

and pay attention to your 

needs. After all, we help each 

other along. And enthusiasm is 

contagious, we'll go for that smile 

with you!

Marcel
Managing director

Jeffrey
Commercial director



How do we maximise performance?

Full of confidence, we enter the field.
Always going for the win.

Sometimes we stand along the line.
Sometimes we are the focal point.

But always you know what you have with 
us.
A stable factor in any team.

By impressing with charisma.
Encourage self-confidence.

Fiery and hungry for success.
By always giving our best.

Hungry
for succes

Thriving for
perfection

Delivering quality in every circumstance.
Even in the face of adversity, we support the club.

Specialists for everything in and around the pitch, so 
you can focus on the game.

We continue to develop and take each other with us in 
growth.

So that we continuously deliver top performance on 
the route to success.

Good luck to the athletes.
Good luck to the team.

We are Skor.
A sports brand, driven by performance.

brand story
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compensatie
projecten 2020

Solar Cooking 
for Refugee
Families
in Chad

Sidrap Wind
Farm Project,
Indonesia

Cleaner Cook
Stoves in
Rwanda

The Nicaforest 
High Impact
Reforestation
Program

87

Sustainability plays an important role in everything 
we do. With SKOR, you exercise in a sustainable way 
and contribute to a better world. We are therefore 
well on our way to being climate-positive by 2023!

Smarter Transport
Delivery and assembly is part of our services. Our advanced planning 

system enables us to combine trips and bundled purchasing of supplies. 

This minimises transport movements.

If the opportunities are there, we will definitely look out for whether the 

deployment of zero-emission vehicles is of interest to us. Until then, we 

use means of transport that meet the highest emission standards. Our 

ambition is 100% emission-free transport!

Clean Energy
Since we produce ourselves, we cannot escape 

consuming energy. But we do this sustainably. For 

instance, we have 600 solar panels, making us 

completely self-sufficient. Zero emissions, in other 

words! For heating, we have underfloor heating, HR 

heaters in the plant but also a Heat Recovery System. 

Currently, developments in heat pumps are being closely 

monitored.

No waste
Aluminium does not belong on the scrap heap, you should make goals out 

of it. And we do. The products are developed in such a way that less than 

0.5% waste is generated in the production process. And we separate that 

last bit by making sure it is recycled again so it can be taken back to the 

front of the chain. We also collect paper and plastic separately and recycle 

it for our aluminium. Applies; sawing waste and old goals are processed 

by our own supplier of the profiles into new profiles. And so our aluminium 

products are 100% circular!

Sustainability at skor

Within skor

Towards climate positive
We have a strong ambition at SKOR to be climate-positive by 2023. In recent 

years, we have had a strong focus on energy savings, waste reduction and 

recycling. In the coming years, we will continue to work on this, of course, but 

will also make maximum efforts to offset. In a maximum of three years, we will 

pursue our goal; climate-positive! But what does that actually mean? Climate-

positive means that with every SKOR product you buy, you are making an 

active contribution to stopping climate change. And then you also get a cool 

SKOR product on the side! Why are we doing this? Not for ourselves, but for 

our children.

material use OUTSIDE SKOR

Aluminium
We make our new goals 
and dugouts from 80% 
recycled aluminium. This 
saves 95% of the energy 

needed to make new 
aluminium.

Wood
Wherever possible, we replace 
wood with more sustainable 
alternatives such as recycled 
plastic. For the little wood we 
do still use, we always choose 
sustainably harvested wood.

Plastic
Not all plastic applications can 

be manufactured from recycled 
raw materials, think of the 

transparent sheets of dugouts. 
Here, however, we choose the 
best quality boards that last 

as long as possible and can be 
properly recycled again.

Service life
Smart and efficient production and transportation 

with renewable energy are, of course, not the only 

pillars of sustainable products. Longevity is perhaps 

just as important we think. That is why we develop 

products that last just a bit longer than you might 

think. And as a result, we all need fewer new products 

because we consume less together. Our advisers are 

ready to help you select the most suitable product 

from the wide SKOR range!

Reclaim
After the service life of a sports product, we will 

come and collect it again free of charge, whether it 

is a SKOR product or not. We will further ensure the 

proper recycling of your discarded goal, ball or shirt. 

And we then turn this into new sports products. Nice 

and circular, in other words. Bring on your trash!

No World, No GLory

Compensation
The residual pollution is getting smaller every year as 

developments are occurring at a rapid pace. Waste 

reduction, cleaner production and recycling has 

already taken us a long way, but unfortunately it is 

not yet a closed loop. That applies to any business. Do 

we resign ourselves to that? Definitely not! One asset 

we still have in hand is compensation. SKOR invests 

globally in projects that combat climate change. 

Cutting CO2, planting forests and waste management 

are just some of the headliners. 



innovations Dugouts

Goals Cages

quality clamping systems

sustainability

Service life

Service life
safety appearance customer satisfaction

appearance new product

new product

new product safety

sustainability

- The first with UV-resistant 
polycarbonate

- The first with fully welded 
goals and dug outs

- The first with a net strip to 
replace the fragile net hooks

Established 10 
September 2001 
under the name 

"ERMA Outsourcing
First goals made for 

own association

First dugouts at BVO 
(Heracles Almelo) 

installed
Moving into new 

premises

VerhuPartnership 
with the EHL and 
development of 
revolutionary 
hockey goal

Growing 
into biggest 
player in the 

Benelux

Starting up 
new brand 

– Your Sport 
Deal

Member of NEN 
and representative 

for NL at the 
European working 

group

SKOR name 
change and thus 

new direction

Installation 
of 600 solar 

panels on our 
premises

Innovation 
partner turned 

KNVB

Hockey goals 
delivered to 

TOKYO Olympics

25% CO2 
reduction and 

offsetting

100% CO2 
reduction and 

offsetting

10% climate 
positive!

Doubling 
business size 

with new 
warehouse

- The first with football goals in 
oval profile 80x90mm

- The first with safe integrated 
castors for swivel chairs

- The first with a football goal 
with an extended P-bracket of 

1.5mtr

- The first with a hockey goal 
with yellow front panel and 

black batting board

- The first with a P-bracket 
without brace

- The first with a rubber goal 
net lock that ensures a net will 

never come loose again

- The first with an angled dugout 
and fully pre-assembled

- The first to have a dugout 
longer than 5 metres without an 

intermediate marker

- The first with a dugout specifically 
for hockey and korfball

- The first with an aluminium 
baseball dugout

- The first with a demountable panna 
cage

- The first with a speedsoccer cage with 
natural rebound walls

- The first to produce and 
supply everything itself for 

outdoor sports

- The first with a clamping 
system for artificial grass 

finished with rubber tendon

- The first to mount not with 
concrete but on steel soil pots

- The first with the Infill Guard that 
keeps micro plastics inside the 

playing field

delivered

- 30,000 portable goals

- 10,000 fixed goals

- 60,000 goal nets

- 10,000 dugouts

- 10,000 balls

- 7,000 hockey goals

- 150,000 metres of infill guard

2001 2003 2005 2008 2009 2010 2014 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

# 1 # 1

# 1

teamwork

CommunicationCreativity

Strategy

Quality

Vision
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”winners
never quit

and quitters
never win

12

references
We have been developing and manufacturing high-

end sports products in-house for more than 20 years. 

SKOR is the Benelux market leader for products such 

as football goals, dugouts and hockey goals.

Professional clubs like Ajax PSV, Feyenoord, Club Brugge and 

Anderlecht choose SKOR. Besides high quality, they choose 

SKOR's personal approach and service-oriented approach. Play 

like the pros, find out for yourself and choose SKOR too!

We are SKOR

Sports brand driven by performance

Municipalities

Dutch football clubs belgian football clubs dutch hockey clubs german hockey clubs

Grass suppliers organisations
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From the early years of SKOR, then called ERMA 

Sport, we welded our own goals and dugouts. 

In the beginning with a rented welding machine 

and just enough tube material, now a well-oiled 

machine with a team of qualified welders and 

fitters.

Thanks to this mountain of experience, a lot 

of know-how has been gained and SKOR is 

the leading player when it comes to quality 

and innovation. Consequently, we have many 

developments to our name and developing new 

smart solutions is still in our DNA.

The big advantage for you as a customer is that we can solve problems at lightning speed, including on-site. And 

because we are the source, we cannot point to another either. So if there is a problem or complaint, we take it seriously 

and can use this knowledge to fine-tune our product or process. For us, a complaint is an opportunity for improvement! production Advantage
NECDET

Aluminium TIG welder



Guido
Warehouse manager
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warehouse
SKOR has by far the largest stock 

of relocatable goals in Europe. As a 

result, we can always guarantee short 

delivery times on our runners.

With 10,000m2 of sports products, 

SKOR is among the biggest players 

in Europe. We have a large stock 

of almost everything! For example, 

football goals, dugouts, korfball posts, 

hockey goals, footballs, goalkeeper 

gloves, goal nets, all common training 

materials and much more.

Ordered today before noon means 

it will be sent by parcel service 

today. For larger shipments, you will 

always be contacted to schedule an 

appointment together with you.



WE DELIVER
EVERYTHINg
ON A HIgH
LEVEL

OUTPERFORM
YOUR
COMPETITORS

17

MAXIMUM FIT.
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE

WE ARE SKOR

18
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why a friend of 
skor?

Do you recognise the following 
problems within your association?

The solution

Society is changing. Volunteers are becoming scarcer and therefore fewer people have 

to carry the increasingly heavy burden. In addition, members have increasingly high 

expectations without actively contributing themselves. They see the club almost as a 

business and everything has to be perfectly organised. SKOR would like to help your 

association and that's why we have developed the concept of "Friend of SKOR"

for this purpose.

  Fewer and fewer volunteers

  Declining sponsorship income

  Lack of IT systems and communication within the club

  Youth going home immediately after the match

  Training not of sufficient level

  Shattered material procurement

For every problem, we have selected a partner that offers a solution! 

As a Friend of SKOR, you get high discounts and we become a 

sponsor of your club. Be amazed by the solutions at hand.

Request consultation

+31 88 008 11 00
info@skor.nl

We visit you for a
personal consultation

You are officially a 
Friend of SKORSigning agreement

become a friend of skor!

Do you want to boost your association?

Andries
Materiaalman 
V.V. Zeewolde

jeffrey
Owner 
SKOR

willem
Materiaalman 

R.K.A.V. Volendam

Of course 
we sponsor 
our friends!

19
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comfix wheelbarrow

22

portable goal
SKOR has the largest range of football goals! We have a suitable 

solution for every requirement. Besides the different sizes of 

moveable football goals, such as mini goals, youth goals and 

senior goals, we also offer you the possibility to choose your 

type of net attachment. For example, if you don't want to 

have to worry about goal nets coming loose, choose 

"Comfix". SKOR's football goals can also be fitted with 

smart accessories. Consider, for example, wheels 

in different places on the goal, so you can easily 

move it around the football pitch. You can also 

opt for carrying handles and goal weights. By 

doing so, you ensure that the goal cannot 

tip over. Would you like to know more? 

Please feel free to contact us, without 

any obligation We are happy to help 

you put together your portable 

football goal!

fully welded

Carrying handle

goal weights

ECO grade aluminium

Lightweight

matching SKOR goal net

skor engineered extrusion profilecomplies with standards nen - en 748

internal corner reinforcement

punctured net tube

secured net (Comfix)

wheels

braces

Super sturdy!

Easy to grip and move

Weighted lower beam, 
no danger of tipping 
over

Made of 80% recycled 
aluminium

Easy to relocate

Fits perfectly

Lightweight yet extremely strong
Made according to all requirements

Prevents cracking of the weld

Prevents snapping off

No loose hanging net, maintenance-free

Easy to move

Additional reinforcement
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7 x 2 wheelbarrow 5 x 2 wheelbarrow

3 x 1 1.8 x 1.2 1.2 x 0.8

portable goals Trusted by:

More than 73 versions

O
ri

gi

nal product of SKOR •

M
a

ny
 sold

Comfix net strip Milled
low-maintenance low-maintenance low-maintenance
safety safety safety
stability stability stability
price range price range price range

options net fixing systems & accessories

Profiles

portable portable portable

Profiles Profiles

80 x 90 mm 

Wheels Wheels Wheels

80 x 90 mm 100 x 120 mm

carrying handle carrying handle carrying handle

100 x 120 mm 100 x 120 mm

Best seller • Best sel
le

r •

Goal weight

And more: skor.nl/voetbal/voetbaldoel-toebehoren

net strips

net hooks
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wk model
You know them, the goals on your football club's main or ancillary 

pitch. A product that is indispensable but invisible to many. SKOR's 

fixed football goals have been developed over the years and 

represent the highest quality standard in the world! Our fixed 

football goals are produced in our own factory in Almelo. The 

materials are carefully chosen, matched to the use and so 

are the accessories. The level of finishing is great. SKOR 

offers you the only opportunity to put together your 

own football goal, completely according to your 

own taste and wishes. Consider, for example, 

our Comfix net attachment system, as well 

as the new folding net bracket (mowing 

bracket) to allow maintenance on 

the pitch. On the pages below, you 

will find an overview of the fixed 

football goals we can offer you.

fixed goal

corners fully welded

Very solid

ECO grade aluminium

matching SKOR goal net

milled net attachment

secured net

height adjustable

trapped net bracket

rounded profiles
folding net bracket

installation without
concrete

strengthening ribs

double-coated RAL 9010

skor engineered extrusion profile

complies with standards NEN - en 748
internal corner reinforcement

Super sturdy!

Ultra strong

Made of 80% recycled 
aluminium

Fits perfectly and in various colours

Do not break down

No loose net

Different heights

No detaching net

Safe

Fast and environmentally 
friendly assembly

Additional reinforcement

Long-lasting white for 
good appearance

Lightweight yet extremely strong

Made according to all requirements

Prevents cracking of the weld
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fixed goals

P-model

wk model

P-model

wk model

p-model

wk model

Size: 7.32 x 2.44 mtr

Size: 7.32 x 2.44 mtr

Size: 7.32 x 2.44 mtr

Size: 7.32 x 2.44 mtr

Size: 7.32 x 2.44 mtr

Size: 7.32 x 2.44 mtr

Net attachment: Milled

Net attachment: Milled

Net attachment: Net strip

Net attachment: Net strip

Net attachment: Net strip

Net attachment: Net strip

Crossing: Welded

Crossing: Welded

Crossing: Welded

Crossing: Welded

Crossing: Linked

Crossing: Linked

Trusted by:

From our own factory

Goals in stock

>1.000

All sizes possible

O
ri

gi

nal product of SKOR •
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goal nets
Most sold

all types, sizes and designs

1.2 x 0.8 metres 1.8 x 1.2 metres 3 x 1 metres

3 x 2 metres 5 x 2 metres 7.32 x 2.44 metres

Different colours

From our own factory

Nets in stock

10.000
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type 1 deluxeDugout
SKOR's dugouts are produced in our 

own factory in Almelo. They meet 

the highest quality standards and 

are at premier league clubs such 

as: Ajax, Feyenoord, PSV, as well as 

Heracles, AZ, FC Twente and Willem 

II. SKOR's dugouts are also at many 

amateur clubs. Not only at football 

clubs, but also hockey clubs and 

korfball clubs.

Need help choosing the right 

dugout, or need customisation? 

Our specialists will be happy to help 

you choose a dugout that suits your 

needs.

skor engineered 
extrusion profile

2.05 metres high

1.5 metres deep

safety top bar

spanfully welded

Lightweight and extremely strong

Great, tall dugout

Nice and dry

Rounded and so safe 
when bumped

Up to 11 metres without 
intermediate uprightSuper sturdy!

ECO grade aluminium

floating seat frame

fully pre-assembled

bucket seats

Stainless steel fixing material
double-coated ral 
colour of your choice

installation without concrete

Made of 80% recycled aluminium

Sleek look

Ready-to-use

Very comfortable

No rust and long service life

Dugout in club colours

Fast and environmentally 
friendly assembly
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dugoutsM
a

ny
 sold

basic
Width: 1 to 5 m
Headroom: 1.95 m
Depth: 1 m
Seating: Spruce boards

type 1
Width: 1 to 9 m
Headroom: 1.95 m
Depth: 1.5 m
Seating: Meranti boards 

or bucket seats

Description

This dugout is inexpensive to purchase. The 

materials used are less robust, but the quality 

is still good! The dugout has a straight shape 

and is shallow. It can therefore be deployed 

along sports pitches with limited run-out and 

provides a seamless connection to the fencing, 

keeping the ball inside the playing area .

Description

Dugout type 1

This dugout has a round shape and is widely 

used by football clubs. The round overhang 

ensures you sit dry during a rainstorm. The 

width of the dugout can be adjusted as 

required.

Trusted by:

type 2
Width: 1 to 9 m
Headroom: 1.95 m
Depth: 1.5 m
Seating: Meranti boards

type 2.2
Width: 1 to 9 m
Headroom: 2.2 m
Depth: 1.5 m
Seating: Meranti boards or 

bucket seats

Description

Dugout type 2.2

This dugout is also straight, but is 2.20 metres 

high. In addition, the dugout is shallower and 

therefore good for use along sports fields with 

limited run-out.

Description

Dugout type 2

This dugout is predominantly straight with a 

small bevel at the top. This dugout is widely 

used by hockey clubs, as its straight side 

provides a good connection to the fencing. 

This keeps the hockey balls neatly inside the 

playing field.

O
ri

gi

nal product of SKOR • options

artificial turf boards

seating areas Coating

portable dugouts

assembly

cladding

CHAIRS
Plastic or leather

Spruce boards

Meranti boards

field bench

mobile dugout
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200 mminfill guard
Infill Guard is a durable edging 

system that keeps the infill inside 

the fence. Our Infill Guard is 100% 

circular and can be combined 

with existing billboard systems. 

Thanks to the rubber profile, height 

differences in the pavement can be 

accommodated. This edgeboard 

solution fulfils the duty of care and 

avoids fines.

skor engineered extrusion profile

100% circular

fixing by clamping

RoHS & REACH Statement

billboard integrated

UV-resistant rubber

200 mm high

Lightweight and extremely strong

All items 100% 
recyclable

No drill holes in the fencing

Free of PAHs

Very handy

Long service life, does not harden

Good protection 
against splashed 
grains

(option) double-coated 
ral colour of your choice
Dugout in club colours

ECO grade aluminium
Made of 80% recycled aluminium
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Infill Guard; a circular, universal and 
multifunctional system that ensures that 
microplastics remain within the playing 
surface and do not enter the surrounding 
natural environment. Infill Guard can be 
combined with existing billboard systems 
(or purchased new), providing a seal up to 1 
metre high around your playing field.

100% circular

95% energy savings in production 
compared to new aluminium 

Made of 80% recycled aluminium

Applicable to all fencing. The sideboard 
solution is easy to integrate with 
existing billboard systems 

20-year warranty on construction

We take responsibility for the products 
and the recycling process

The rubber contains no toxic substances 
such as PAHs 

Cradle to Cradle: we can turn Infill 
Guard into new goals and dugouts 

A
 S

KOR origin
al product -

SIDEBOARD INFILL GUARD SIDEBOARD INFILL GUARD

Size: H=200mm W=30mm L=7500mm

Options:  Coating, Inside corners, Outside corners, Rolled 
bends

Size: H=80mm W=30mm L=7500mm

Options:  Coating, Inside corners, Outside corners, Rolled 
bends

Scan the code and view detailed 

product information

Scan the code and view detailed 

product information

ORIGINAL PRODUCTS FROM SKOR

 large  SMALL 

infill guard
With the Infill Guard, we have introduced an absolute trendsetter. After a year of development and testing, 
SKOR was the first with a perfectly working system. Infill Guard, meanwhile, is a complete range of different 
edge boards and billboard systems. We have the right solution for every situation. Our specialised assembly 
teams ensure the perfect finish!

300+ Fields already 
provided

SIDEBOARD INFILL GUARD BILLBOARD TOP PROFILE

beware of counterfeit 
products

CLEANING MATS, WALKING GRIDS AND 
SHOE SWEEPERS

Size: H=35mm W=20mm L=6000mm

Options:  Coating

Scan the code and view detailed 

product information

Format:  H=60mm D=30mm L=7500mm

Options:  Coating

Format: Any size

Options:
 Various colours bristles, 

Recycled artificial grass beams

When you buy an original SKOR product, you are guaranteed security, warranty 
and a top-notch product. The products we develop are developed with the gre-
atest attention in-house, extensively tested and are always part of larger product 
ranges. So watch out for cheap fakes!

 MINI 
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RECLAMEBORD SYSTEEM

40

billboard system The most solid billboard system in the market. Because the board fits tightly 
into the system, it is not only low clearance but also low-noise. This product is 
easy to assemble and available in all colours.

Combined system of aluminium and rubber for 
enclosing the top of an advertising sign

All materials are 100% recyclable

Aluminium made of more than 80% recycled 
material

Aluminium extrusion profile 
58 x 30mm (top profile)
50 x 30mm (bottom profile) 

Wall thickness 2 - 2.5mm

Suitable for sheet material 4 to 10 mm thick

Quick sign changes possible by lifting the billboard 
and tilting it in/out of the profile

System consists of a top and a bottom profile. This 
bottom profile is unnecessary when using the Infill 
Guard (edge board)

Includes EPDM rubber profile against excessive 
noise due to vibrations in the billboard

Rubber is free of PAHs or other toxic substances

Applicable to all fencing where the centre distance 
of the posts is not important

Profiles at a length of 7.5 m, connectable by means 
of coupling profiles

Ends of the profiles are finished with end plates 
without protruding parts

Profiles can be screwed to the post or clamped 
with brackets

Coating is optional (in any RAL colour)

Radius corners (optional)

Format:  H=58mm D=30mm L=7500mm

Options:  Coating

The most solid 
system on the 

market
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stands
Grandstands come in many shapes and 

sizes. SKOR's stands are easy to install and 

can be used both indoors and outdoors. The 

various options allow the stand to be put 

together as you wish. Consider the number 

of rows and the width of the stand. You can 

also choose different seating options such 

as wooden benches and plastic chairs. The 

stands can be anchored in the ground but 

it is also possible to deliver them on wheels. 

Success is guaranteed and with the SKOR 

stand, supporters can enjoy the games 

safely and pleasantly from the sidelines for 

years to come. Ask our specialists about the 

possibilities for your customised stand!

wheels optional

meranti seat

welded frame

various sizes

Lightweight
Easily movable

anti-slip treads

floor protection optional

Do not lead out
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grandstand and 
stadium seats

44

SKOR has a wide range of grandstand 

seats. So there are lots of types of chairs 

and there are lots of different colours. 

SKOR's grandstand seats are thus suitable 

for stands and dugouts at sports venues, 

such as football pitches. Bench seats come 

in different types, so too in our range. 

SKOR has a suitable solution for every 

requirement, location, budget, or just a 

standard solution. Grandstand seats in club 

colours? No problem! We offer chairs in 

different RAL colours.

Embroidered logo
Chair number

different patterns

row number

cup holder

seat heating

several attachment options

soft seat



drammen
Seating comfort

Sustainability

Appearance

sarpsborg
Seating comfort

Sustainability

Appearance

hamar
Seating comfort

Sustainability

Appearance

hammerfest
Seating comfort

Sustainability

Appearance

Tønsberg
Seating comfort

Sustainability

Appearance

kristiansand
Seating comfort

Sustainability

Appearance

porsgrunn
Seating comfort

Sustainability

Appearance

frederikstad
Seating comfort

Sustainability

Appearance

stavanger
Seating comfort

Sustainability

Appearance

trondheim
Seating comfort

Sustainability

Appearance

bergen
Seating comfort

Sustainability

Appearance

options

45

” I didn’t 
come here to 
participate,

I came here to 
dominate

46
Embroidered logo

Folding seatSeat heating

Cup holder

Folding table at backrest

Folding chair

Chair number

All colours available

Specific wishesRow number

Different materials
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EHL XHockey goals

free net suspension

Ultra-strong extrusion profile

aluminium wheel castors

(option) own sponsorshipBatting cage with rubber
Batting cage with wooden core

No visible bolted joints

footrest for tilting

Comfix net attachment

Want to buy a high-quality hockey goal? Then 

you have come to the right place. We have 

been supplying high-quality hockey goals 

since 2004. SKOR is official supplier of the 

Euro Hockey League for a reason! You will also 

find our goals at the European Championship! 

We offer different types of goals: mini hockey 

goals, tip-over goals, youth goals, 3.66x2.14 

goals and 3.66x2.14 indoor goals. On this 

page you will undoubtedly succeed when you 

want to buy a hockey goal!

ECO grade aluminium

skor engineered extrusion profile

fully complies with 
standards nen - en 750

Made from 80% recycled
aluminium

Lightweight and extremely strong

Made according to all
requirements

Resistant to impact hockey ball
Sleek and safe

Ball does not come against backside player

Maintenance-free

Retention of bracket and bin

Rust-free

Can be placed as desiredSoundproof
Against dents



our hockey goals Trusted by:
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PRO PLUS
Size: 3.66 x 2.14 mtr

EHL X
Size: 3.66 x 2.14 mtr

Standard
Size: 3.66 x 2.14 mtr

Size: 3.66 x 2.14 mtr

EHL Ultima

Size: 3.66 x 0.46 mtr

Youth

EHL Master
Size: 3.66 x 2.14 mtr

Front panel in 
White or Yellow

striking board in 
any RAL colour

O
ri

gi

nal product of SKOR • Mini hockey goals reviews

Hockey goals from SKOR are real Eye Catchers, we 
attach great importance to appearance and quality. In 
addition, we always have pleasant contact with SKOR 
and dealer Hockey Partner.
- HRC

SKOR has been our supplier for hockey furnishing 
materials since the organisation of the Hockey World 
League in 2015. The solid construction, appearance and 
the possibility of personalising the hockey goals for the 
World League were decisive for us.
- KHC Dragons

We are one of the largest clubs in the Netherlands, and 
because our hockey equipment is used intensively and for 
many hours, we attach great importance to the warranty life 
of hockey goals as well as the service provided. SKOR is the 
most suitable partner for us in this.
- Kampong

Mini hockey goal 1.2 x 1
Size: 1.2 x 1 mtr

Mini hockey goal 2 x 1
Size: 2 x 1 mtr

Mini hockey goal 2 x 1.5
Size: 2 x 1.5 mtr



”good
is the

enemy
of great
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the process with team apparel went fantastically 
well and the result is very nice!
Patrick Bronstijn
Facility management SV Juliana '31

team wear

custom design sublimated perfect fit online shop

Do you want the look of a professional 

club? Then you've come to the right 

place. We design teamwear completely 

bespoke and provide a unique jersey.

All our clothing is fully sublimated. This 

makes the clothes last a long time as no 

logos or prints can come off. 

Developed by footballers for footballers. 

We provide the optimal comfort.

Selling your own clubwear? You can!

We offer your club its own SKOR web shop.



Designer Stitching

mesh panel

raglan sleeves

Tight sleeves

SKOR design player number

rear side longer

Mesh panel

skor adaptive fit

perfect fit

over the knee

Perfect fit

option: non-slip footbed

seamless foot

V-neck

mesh panels

fully sublimated

SKOR DRY FIT

Exclusive look

For extra ventilation

For ultimate sporty 
wearing comfort

Modern and sporty

Exclusive look

Tough sporty look

For extra 
ventilation

Unique! Slim fit to XL,
Regular from 2XL

The classic sporty fit

Nice and long!

Not too tight, not slack

Not too tight, not slack

Against blisters

Sleek look

For extra ventilation

No problems with logos 
falling off

Quick-drying and 
breathable fabric

Match shirt
A professional appearance 

starts with wearing beautiful 

and high-quality teamwear! 

Are you looking for teamwear 

for yourself, your football team 

or the whole club? No problem! 

Whatever colour your team 

or club plays in, SKOR offers 

teamwear with a wide choice 

of colours. From training 

and presentation suits to 

competition and training shirts, 

everything has been thought 

of! The entire range has been 

developed by and together 

with footballers. Every detail 

has been thought of.

55

walk-in shirts

sample kits goalkeeper uniforms



team wear
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For maximum
performance
for athletes
with a
winning
mentality

Trainer's shorts

Coach jacket long Coach jacket short

Hoodie Training trousers slimfit

Thermal shirt

Windbreaker / mackintosh

Grip socksFootball socks

Every colourEvery colour

Shorts

Jumper

GOALKEEPER GLOVE BAG

SPORTS BAG

BACKPACK

TEAM BAG TROLLEY

Legging

Polo
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camo
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footBALLS
Buy a football? At SKOR, you will find a carefully 

composed and well-organised collection of 

footballs. SKOR's footballs are very good quality 

and rival the best brands in the market. Our 

collection of footballs is not fashion-sensitive and 

can be purchased/ordered in years to come, as 

a football club would like. Recognisable, familiar 

and top quality. SKOR footballs are suitable for 

training and competition, pupils and seniors. All 

SKOR footballs are developed in the Netherlands 

by our specialists who play football themselves and 

meet the highest quality standards. By footballers, 

for footballers! Our starting point, as with all our 

other products, is always to develop a football 

that is the best in its price range. Want to buy a 

SKOR football? Take a look among our range and 

find your perfect football. We are happy to give 

you advice on buying a football and think with you 

about which balls would best suit your team or 

club.

Latex inner ball

PVC free

free of child labour

Hand stitched

japanese PU top layerdouble coated

CAnvas base

high quality valve

counterweight opposite valve

skor camo design

Ultimate bounce and ball feel

Environmentally friendly, 
does not dry out stays 
softer

100% child labour-free

Wear-resistant materials

Best quality, soft but 
hard-wearing

Wear-resistant layer

Interlayer for ball shape 
retention 

Holds air best

The best flight characteristics

Recognisable design with clear 
class distinction



CAMO 370
Ball feeling

Flight behaviour

Wear and tear

CAMO 320
Ball feeling

Flight behaviour

Wear and tear

CAMO 290.3
Ball feeling

Flight behaviour

Wear and tear

CAMO 4
Ball feeling

Flight behaviour

Wear and tear

CAMO 1
Ball feeling

Flight behaviour

Wear and tear

Hand stitched

Hand stitched

CAMO 1 replica
Ball feeling

Flight behaviour

Wear and tear

CAMO 3
Ball feeling

Flight behaviour

Wear and tear

CAMO 1 zaalvoetbal
Ball feeling

Flight behaviour

Wear and tear

CAMO 290.4
Ball feeling

Flight behaviour

Wear and tear

61

CAMO 2
Ball feeling

Flight behaviour

Wear and tear
”Don’t be afraid 

to fail,
be afraid not

to try

62

Hand stitched

Hand stitched

Hand stitched

Hand stitched

Hand stitched

Hand stitched

Hand stitched

Hand stitched
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Hurdles
These hurdles are particularly suitable for training 

purposes. The hurdles are made of flexible plastic, 

making them particularly safe and pleasant to use. The 

hurdles are unbreakable! These hurdles are absolutely 

essential on the training fields!

30 cm high

23 mm high

15 mm high

flexible

made in 1 piece

Packed in 5s

lightweightnice designHighly visible

unbreakable plastic

Prevents injuries

Strong

Strong

Easy to wearDifferent from standardAlso in artificial light

It is possible to stand on the hurdles
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DRINKS BOTTLE CRATE BIB

HURDLERUNNING LADDER NINEPIN

DRINKS BOTTLE WATER BAG

Cones Borders flags

CORNER FLAG

Materials Are you a trainer, coach, manager, player or equipment man? Chances are you are 
looking for good training materials! No matter what sport you play: without the right 
equipment, giving or following a workout becomes difficult. At SKOR, you will find a clear 
range of training materials to get everything out of your training.

material trolley

Flat markers

corner flags

Foldable football goal
1.2 mtr

coach reboundercoach sign foldable football goal
1 mtr

captain's armband

Sticks

Red and yellow card

Ball cart

Cone High cones

referee whistle

Tape



keepershandschoenen
senioren
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Goalkeeper gloves
These goalkeeper gloves Saint blue hybrid have a fresh 

design and are made of the best materials. The Roll 

Hybrid construction is the optimum between freedom 

of movement and a large latex surface. The backhand 

is made of neoprene, completing the great fit of these 

goalkeeper gloves. The Ultra Pro Grip Latex provides 

the best grip imaginable. To prevent even the last bit of 

sliding in the goalkeeper gloves, silicone strips have been 

added to the inside. Don't wait any longer and try these 

modern SKOR goalkeeper gloves!

flexible backhand

no finger safe

Available in different fits

against cracking

4mm German latex

easy entry

Velcro and elastic band

Long wrist

(option) personalisation

Design

A functional design:
- breathable
- moisture management
- damping

Freedom of movement

- Hybrid cut
- Roll finger
- Flat finger
- Negative cut

No tears in the foam between 
the thumb and index finger

Best grip in all weather 
conditions, good dura-
bility

Easy to put on

Closes perfectly around the wrist

More comfort

Name printing

Distinctive and 
tough design
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Grip

Comfort

Wear and tear

sizes  8, 9, 10, 11

sizes  7, 8, 9, 10, 11

sizes  7, 8, 9, 10, 11

colours

colours

colours

Flat finger

Saint

Negative cut

Roll finger

Roll hybrid

Grip

Comfort

Wear and tear

Grip

Comfort

Wear and tear

Grip

Comfort

Wear and tear

sizes  7, 8, 9, 10, 11

colours

large grip surface

max. freedom of movement

good grip surface

optimum grip and freedom

B
est seller • B

es
t s

eller •

B
est seller • B

es
t s

eller •
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sizes  3, 4, 5, 6,7, 8

colours

Amadeo
Negative cut
Grip

Comfort

Wear and tear

max. freedom of movement
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seamless padding

hard-wearing knees

elastic band & 
cord

high rise

Flexible and high 
wearing comfort

Less frequent wear 
spots on knees and 
moulds with you

Does not sag

Great high rise

underwear
goalkeepers
This Goalkeeper Legging is suitable for all types of 

surfaces. The goalkeeper leggings are wonderfully 

tight and feature seamless padding on the hips and 

abrasion-resistant patches on the knees. Absolutely 

UNIQUE is the combination with the muscle mapping 

that makes the leggings a compression tight at the 

same time! These goalkeeper leggings are definitely a 

hit. You've never worn anything like this before!

Lace
Trousers do not sag

Tight fit
For ultimate sporty 
wearing comfort

Short model

muscle mapping *Unique*
Against muscle injuries
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grip socks
The global trend: grip socks! Do you recognise that feeling of 

slipping in your shoe while shooting a ball? Or when you turn 

on at a sprint? Thanks to the non-slip studs on the bottom of 

our grips socks, you'll put on perfect power with every move 

or sprint you pull! In doing so, you also don't shoot forward in 

your football boot and immediately start playing a lot better 

football. Our grip socks are also suitable for sports with a lot of 

lateral movement like korfball, hockey, squash, tennis, running 

and fitness.

Thick band

anti-slip studs

Mesh

anti-blister

anti-blister

just below the calf
perfect fit

padding

This prevents the sock from sagging

Optimal grip

Breathable

No abrasive material

No abrasive material

Sits comfortably

Optimal fit

Protection ankle
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pepe
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Shin guards
Shin pads are indispensable with your 

football outfit! Indeed, shin pads are 

mandatory for every footballer playing 

official matches. There are many different 

models and types of shin guards for sale. 

Sometimes it is hard to choose. Therefore, 

we have selected two models of shin 

guards that we think are used the most. 

They have a beautiful design and the 

quality is second to none!

ultra-light

comfortable fabric inside

flexible scale

(option) matching Sleeves

Mesh back

GRip stripe

No extra weight on your legs

Comfortable and no sweating

Flexible, moulds to shin

This will stop your shin guards sagging

Ventilating & moisture-
regulating

Both below and above.
Does not sag



www.skor.nl

info@skor.nl

Call us on +31 88 008 11 00
(Mon - Fri 08:30 - 17:00)

Twente Business Park 448
7602 KM Almelo



We are happy 
to help you!


